
Project overall

• From charity to dignity
• Transforming mindsets
• Creating connections

A NEW
RELEVANT
CONCEPT

REGIONAL 
LINKAGES

NEW 
PROJECTS

• Innovation
• Synergies with other initiatives
• New projects

• A platform for regional work
• Building on / overcoming history
• Closer to “donors”
• Friendship, trust
• Learning how to collaborate

LEARNING
EXPOSURE

• Concrete opportunities
• Visioning possibilities
• Acceptance of challenges
• Encouragement

Selection / support
Adaptive management

Communication
Critical reflection

Internal advocacy
Networking

Sub-regional initiatives



learningfromelba.wordpress.com



So, what is a social enterprise?



Capitals

Conventional  economy

tend to focus on few capitals

Money Physical assets Human resources



Capitals

Each enterprise, however, impacts on other dimensions

At best, they are considered as “externalities”

They can be positive… or negative. 

Money Physical assets Human resources

externalities





Money Physical assets Human resources

externalities

Capitals

A social enterprise is aware of such externalities.

It makes them explicit, and part of its mission.



Capitals

A social enterprise

is aware of …

can consciously manage …

many different capitals



Capitals

to overcome a tendency

in the current economy

to overvalue

to exclusively focus

on money and goods



Capitals

Economy

is about relations. 

It is about creatively

linking, transforming capitals.

Economy does 

not only mean 

“sharing money”

The challenge is that

money is visible.

Other capitals often not.



Revealing capitals



Revealing capitals

Albania needs beauty. Beauty will save the world



Revealing capitals

We can shift back to altruism and volunteering



Revealing capitals

Homeless. But I feel more fulfilled than when I had a job



Revealing capitals

A social impact analysis of Shedia



What is “economy”?

It is not only about exchanging money,
or engagement in financial activities

(Social) economy helps to reclaim 
a more authentic, reach meaning of “economy”

It is about how we produce, 
manage, distribute our resources



Increased? Considered?

Considerable loss / depletion of capital

moderate losses / insufficient focus

Accrued, with challenges

Increases, In a sustained way

Outstanding gains



Learning so far

Think “capitals”
systematically

Some capitals
(meaningful ones!)
need more focus 


